Vonage CFO John S. Rego to Participate in the Voice over Internet in Telecommunications Panel in at the Florida Public Utilities Research Center's Conference
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Tomorrow, John S. Rego, CFO Vonage will deliver a presentation and participate in the "Voice over Internet in Telecommunications" panel discussion moderated by the Florida Public Utilities Research Center where he will discuss the most effective ways to regulate the VoIP industry in the 21st century. Mr. Rego's presentation will also highlight Vonage's growth and leadership in the broadband telephony industry and the Q&A session will focus on the impact premature state regulation may have upon the VoIP industry.

Event Details:
Who: John S. Rego, CFO, Vonage
What: Florida Public Research Center Conference
When: February 12, 2004, 8:30am-10:15am EST
Where: The Hilton Hotel at University of Florida Gainesville, FL

About Vonage(R)

Vonage is redefining communications by offering consumers and small businesses an affordable alternative to traditional telephone service. The fastest growing telephony company in the US, Vonage's service area encompasses more than 1900 active rate centers in over 113 US markets. Vonage is sold directly through www.vonage.com and retail partners such as Amazon.com. Wholesale partners such as EarthLink, ARMSTRONG(R), Advanced Cable Communications and the Coldwater Board of Public Utilities resell the Vonage broadband phone service under their own unique brands. With more than 100,000 lines in service, Vonage continues to add more than 15,000 lines per month to its network. Over 5 million calls per week are made using Vonage, the easy-to-use, feature-rich, flat rate phone service. Vonage is headquartered in Edison, New Jersey.

For more information about Vonage's products and services, please visit www.vonage.com or call 1-VONAGE-HELP. Vonage(R), Vonage Digital Voice(TM), Toll Free Plus(SM) and Virtual Phone Number(SM) are trademarks of Vonage Holdings Corp.
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